Ironman Coeur d’Alene – August 21, 2016 – Race Report
Ironman Coeur d’Alene (IMCDA) was not part of the schedule, but after my DNF at Whistler 28 days
earlier, I didn’t want to sit on it for the rest of the season. Mariesa was on board, and so we looked
at our options and IMCDA seemed to be the best option to give Kona another shot.
A lot happened between Sunday, July 24th and Sunday, August 21st…a LOT! So to make it short for
those of you who don’t want to read through this long report (I can’t blame you!), I ended up having
one of those days where everything works out in your favor, where you stay 100% in the race
despite the curveballs that the race throws at you, and you manage the ups to not burn yourself too
quickly. I got a PR on the distance at 9:28, a PR on the IM marathon despite the heat, and to keep
the best for last...I BROKE THE TAPE!!! Boo yah! The speaker announced me as the “2016 Ironman
Coeur d’Alene Champion” to the people amassed around the finish line, which was weird as it
usually only happens to the pros, but since the race did not have a pro field this year, it was up for
grab for us mortals! And I’m glad I did! What. A. Day!

I am stoked about this result, and I hope that this report will give an idea of what went in the
preparation to get there, and what happened on race day. I try to make these reports as detailed as
possible so that memories will resurface when I read it in 10-20 years from now, so it is a long read,
but hopefully a good one. I’m hoping that someone will take a few minutes to read on J
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After IM Canada…
IM Whistler was the big goal of the season. I like to think that the course fits my abilities, and after a
very good preparation, I was probably in my best shape. Unfortunately, I had to DNF at mile 12 on
the run because of cramps and my back seized up, which made it hard to breathe. Saying that I was
gutted would be an understatement. From there I had two options: dwell on what happened for a
while, or learn from the day and move on. I chose the latter. What’s next? How do I give Kona 2016
another shot? Can I do it? I instantly lost a lot of confidence with this DNF, but Mariesa, as always,
saw it differently. In the evening of the race, she already thought of IMCDA as the redemption race.
After few days of doing nothing, I spoke to my coach (Kevin Danahy from TriCoach) and let him know
that I was considering signing up for another full distance to give Kona 2016 another shot. The only
race that would allow me to return to the Big Island (pending the qualification, of course) would be
IMCDA. He raised his concerns, but ultimately said that he’ll design a schedule based on the decision
I’d make, and would be supportive of it…how awesome is that? A handful of people who knew my
intentions were very supportive: Glenn even questioned why not considering IM Vineman (a week
after Whistler), and IM Boulder (2 weeks after Whistler). You’ve got to love his optimism, but as
optimistic as Powerhouse may be, toeing the line of an IM a week or 2 later was not realistic. Greg,
who I met at OC 70.3 (and who is the 2015 IM Tahoe winner!), reached out 2 days after the race and
told me “You got this, you can do it.” The support was amazing! So with Mariesa, Kevin, Glenn, and
the rest of some of my closest friends being supportive of me doing IMCDA, it was time to get back
to work.
I used the DNF as fuel for all of my training sessions. I had 3 weeks to get back into it, and I was
determined to get to the start of IMCDA in the best possible shape. The training schedule that Kevin
tweaked was intense, almost intimidating with an unexpected interval test set on the bike, 2 long
runs, and a slew of long rides and bricks. When I told him the interval test set caught me off guard,
his answer was “I knew it was going to be a shock to the system, but you have an Ironman in 17
days…” The tone was set. I told myself to continue to trust the process and give it my all. After all
Kevin’s plans have always prepped me really well for each race I started.
I tweaked a few things…
I had time to analyze what went wrong at Whistler, and so I made few changes to better prepare for
Coeur d’Alene.
I adjusted my nutrition to only rely on liquids and simplify my nutrition plan. At Whistler I over
complicated things by mixing Honey Stinger Waffles, energy chews, and gels on top of my liquids.
This time around I wanted to do things differently. I loaded my bottles with more Herbalife24
Prolong, and added more sodium and electrolytes to account for the warmer conditions that we
were likely to get in Idaho. I had 2 gels with me in case I felt like I needed more, but as it turned out,
I felt great on all of my brick runs.
On the run I added the hand bottle. I did not have a nutrition game plan on the run at Whistler, and
after reading Andy Potts’ nutrition report, it was clear that you have to have some sort of plan going
into the marathon…duh! It only took a DNF to realize this… I also read Lionel Sanders’ blog on sweat
rate and nutrition where he talks about his intake on the run portion. All these great reads led me to
make few changes. I have been practicing running with a hand bottle since April, but never actually
thought I would use it on race day. I wanted to give it a try at IMCDA as I knew it would be hot, and
with the fatigue I accumulated from Whistler, I thought it would be helpful to have the hand bottle
and 2 gels as “back-up” in between stations.
I also decided that I did not want to run with a certain pace in mind, but instead run by feel. I ran
well at Whistler last year when my watch died on me. I did not feel like I had to speed up to hit a
certain pace, or slow down to go back to a more reasonable pace. I wanted to trust myself more and
not be dictated by my watch. The plan was to only check the watch at each mile (it vibrates after
each mile). It was hard not to check out my watch every 30”, but I got used to it, and I realized that
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1) I felt much relaxed on my run and 2) I ran faster. I wanted to have fun again, and I did. I enjoyed
all the runs I did since Whistler, even the brutal track session.
Training was tough. I did not feel good for most of the build, but luckily I started to feel somewhat
okay the weekend before CDA. I had another long weekend of training, and my legs started to feel
better again. Earlier in the week I had a long run that I decided to split into 2 runs. I wanted to see
what it felt like to run 10 miles on tired legs and work on my mental toughness. My goal for the
second run was to run around the same pace as the morning run, which I did. It gave me some
confidence back.
I also discovered ice baths! I only wish I listened to Kevin sooner! They are absolutely amazing. I
probably had 5-6 of them, including one when we got to CDA to help recover from the flight and
drive. Combining ice bath and Normatec boots would be a killer for recovery!
Race Week
I have to start by thanking Joe from Nytro (Encinitas, CA). I had 2 issues
on my bike that needed to be fixed. I stopped by the shop to get an
opinion (and honestly expected to get a “come back in 10 days and
leave the bike for 2-3 days” answer). Joe looked at the bike, put it on the
repair stand, and fix it. He took the fork apart and fixed the spacer that
holds the “beard” of the fork. I then mentioned to him that my rear
brake wasn’t working well. Though I knew bleeding the brake would
take time and that he probably did not have time to work on it right
away, he took the bleed kit out and proceeded to bleed the rear brake,
removed all the air bubbles, and adjusted the calipers so that I could
easily swap my wheel sets. This was way more than I expected to get. I
was blown away by his kindness. Not only did he take the time to fix the
bike, but he also walked me through everything he was going to do. The bike was ready to roll!
With the race being so close to Whistler, using TBT was not an option, so I used my Scicon bag. I
thought of ways to protect the bike the best I could, and ended up going to Home Depot to buy
some padding, and went to REI to buy some straps to avoid having to tape things together. It took
me a while to figure out how to best protect it, but I was very pleased with the result, and felt a bit
more comfortable with the idea of flying with the bike (we all know too well how TSA and the bag
handlers can careless about bikes).
As there was no direct flight from San Diego, I did not want to chance it with the layover and
potentially not getting the bike in CDA, so we decided to fly to Seattle and drive to CDA. Traveling
went fine, though I was surprised (and a bit disappointed) to see that Eastern Washington is very
much like Kansas or Missouri: boring, hot, and flat. We started to see mountainous terrain when we
got to Spokane, and were pleasantly surprised by how beautiful Coeur d’Alene was. The lake was
nice, the city looked fun, and best of all, we were surrounded by mountains, my type of scenery.
We went to the Ironman village and got the race package, and another bag! Ha! As always, we spent
too much at the merchandise store (bottle, visor, coffee mug…). We got familiar with the transition,
trying to understand it before driving to our Airbnb. Mariesa did an amazing job finding us this nice
home 15min from the start. That place was very cool, and with Mariesa’s father and sister coming to
see the race, we had a lot of space for just 4 people. Perfect! We stopped by at a local organic
grocery store ($137 does not get you a lot of food…L), cooked dinner, and passed out cold!
On Friday we went back to the swim start so I could get a swim in while Mariesa soaked up the sun. I
went for a quick run after and had a really good first impression of the run course. It looked like it
was going to take us through a nice neighborhood. I was really looking forward to getting to the run
portion of the race on Sunday…that was a first! Breakfast / brunch place recommendation goes to
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CDA resort Dockside (I’m not sure what the name of the restaurant is). If the food is nothing out of
this world, the view is. The restaurant faces the lake, with mountains in the backdrop and hydro
planes landing and taking off…can’t beat this!
At around 4 in the afternoon I went for a ride. I wanted to ride
1 hour in the heat to get a feel for it. The really cool thing was
that I did not ride a single minute on open roads. I did my entire
hour on the centennial trail. No need to worry about cars at all.
It made this last ride easy and safe.
We took it easy for the rest of the day, and I decided to start
prepping for the race so I wouldn’t have too much to do on
Saturday. I felt like I could have done a better job with it at Whistler. The day before the race felt a
bit rushed, so I wanted to give myself more time to think about it and prepare. I lined up everything I
thought I’d need, marked my transition and special needs bags, and made sure that I had everything.
First check done.
On Saturday I woke up naturally around 4:30. With Gwen Jorgensen going after the gold at Rio, I
wanted to get my 30min run in and come back home before the race started. I drove to the 2mile
stretch of the course that leads to the turnaround to get a feel for it. It looked gorgeous. The run
would take us along the lake. After a 2 mile stretch completely exposed to the sun and wind, the
turnaround point was 4.5 miles into the run (on the first loop). A nice, steady incline of about .25
miles would get us ready to run back through the neighborhood and to transition. I had a really good
feeling about it, though my legs felt a bit sluggish. I made it home on time to see Gwen schooling
everyone and take the gold.
After that, it was time to swap the training wheels for the race
wheels, adjust the brakes, and head to transition to drop off the
bike. After checking the bike and transition bags in, we went to the
merchandise store…again. This time we wanted to get Mariesa’s dad
and sister some IM Support Crew shirts. I would normally try to avoid
the Ironman Village, but this time I wanted to do things differently. I
wanted to enjoy being at the IM village. And it was fun.
We got home and I took the time to prepare my nutrition. I noticed that Herbalife Prolong dissolves
better in hot water, so we prepared my bottles, boiled water, and mix my nutrition. I added more
sodium than at Whistler. After letting it rest for a while, I added cold water to each bottle. It looked
good. I was confident I had something decent to rely on for the race.
We had dinner around 5:30pm, with Mariesa preparing a large dinner with chicken, rice, and Brussel
sprouts. After watching some tv it was time to go to bed. I was serene and felt good about my
preparation, and was ready to give Kona another shot.
Race Day
Breakfast and Transition set-up
The race started at 6am, so I had to move things around a bit. After a big breakfast around 3:15am,
we drove to the start at around 4:30am. It took me about 15min to prepare the bike, and then I
made sure to drop my special needs, added my nutrition to my T1 and T2 bag, and that was it. It was
quick and easy this time.
After a good dry warm up of about 5 min, I went back in to transition to check out the bike one last
time, and then put on my wetsuit. We eventually saw Julie who was going for a swim warmup. It was
5:30. I kissed Mariesa and went for my swim warm up. After that, Julie and I lined up in the choral.
5:55am…It’s go time! I told Mariesa right before lining up at the start that I wanted to have fun, and
that I will keep that in mind throughout the entire day. One thing I may have done at whistler was
taking it too seriously and forgetting the essential: having fun and being grateful for being able to do
this sport.
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Swim: 59’21
As the cannon went off Carson was the first one in the water, and rightly so, because this guy is not
human when he gets in the water. He crushed Whistler with a 48ish time. For the rest of us, we were
lined up and crossed the timing mat one at the time like a time trial start if you will.
I probably crossed the timing mat in 10-12th spot, and planned on swimming hard for the first 3-4
minutes to stick to the lead group. It worked at Whistler and I had the swim of my life there, so I was
hoping I’d be able to replicate it at IMCDA…I couldn’t’ be more wrong! I got dropped after 30” and
thought to myself that it was going to be a long day…30 seconds into an Ironman race...yikes! I
couldn’t see well, and on top of it, I found the water to be very choppy, which did not well. I
swallowed a lot of water in the first 10min, and swimming with a nose clip did not help catching my
breath either. For the first 10-15 min I tried to find people to swim with, but I would get dropped
almost instantly. It was a bit demoralizing at first, and then I told myself that whatever happens, just
keep on swimming. I never felt good in the first loop, constantly trying to find
a good rhythm while struggling to sight. My goggles fogged up half way
through the first loop, but thankfully this swim had us run on the beach
before entering the second loop, so I planned on cleaning them up there. I
did not want to stop in the middle of my swim to clean my goggles. One cool
thing was that they had a clock at the swim exit, and to my surprise, I saw
29ish on the clock. That lifted up my spirit as I really thought I was much
slower than this.
The second loop was a copycat of the first one, except that I started to bump
into the bottom of the pack swimmers, and with the sun rising, it got
impossible to see at the turnaround. I stayed the course, continued to push
without putting myself in the red zone, and just stayed focused. I could NOT
wait to get out of the water and get on the bike. Again, I was swimming
alone, unable to find someone to draft off of. At least I knew that whatever time I swam would be
what I can do without any sort of support, and with the rough water conditions, I thought to myself
that it wasn’t too bad after all. I just tried to see the positive in the moment. The last stretch felt
ENDLESS! I counted at least 100 buoys on the way back (there really were 7 I believe). I finally got to
the swim exit and saw that the clock was still under the hour…MONEY! Yes I swam almost 4 minutes
slower than Whistler, but given the struggle, the rough conditions, and the fact that I swam by
myself the entire time, I was still upbeat about my swim. And, I also knew I was getting on the bike
for 112 miles of fun! Let’s do this.
T1: 3’18
Uneventful, except that I felt less spent than at whistler. I did not use the wetsuit stripers and ran
straight to the T1 bag and changing tent instead. I took the time to drink my nutrition, put my
helmet on and ran with my shoes. They wouldn’t let us clip our shoes onto the pedals, so instead of
running with the shoes on, I opted to hold them, grab the bike, and put them on at the bike mount.
And off I was on the bike, my favorite discipline of a triathlon. Let’s have fun I repeated myself.
Bike: 5:04’29
I quickly settled into a decent pace, without pushing too hard
or going too easy. I wanted to take advantage of the flat
section to get my HR under control and get a good pace. Adam
Ward came by me and passed me. He looked like he was
pushing hard without really building a gap, so I let him go and
kept him at a good distance. I knew I had a large deficit coming
out of the water, but I also knew that the race was going to be
long. If there is one thing I learned at whistler, that’s this, so I
refused to surge to try to bridge the gap. I stuck to my plan, to
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my wattage, and made a point to…have fun!
After riding through town we rode about 8ish miles before the first turnaround. That’s where the
special needs station was. That section was beautiful. It was completely shaded and we rode along
the lake. I passed people and stayed in aero position most of the time. My main focus was to be on
top of my nutrition as I knew it was going to be a hot day. It’s easy to skip it in the first hour as you
feel good and don’t necessarily feel the need to drink, but you’ll pay the
price later in the race. As we got onto 95 we hit some rollers, some climbs,
and headwinds welcomed us already. It wasn’t too strong, but I thought it
may get stronger on the second loop (I was hoping it wouldn’t). One
spectator told me I was in ninth position at around mile 25, and I could see
3 athletes in front of me, so I knew I was in a good place. Adam showed
some signs of fatigue and I passed him and never saw him again after that.
As I approached the turnaround point on 95 I saw the motorcade and
Carson was, as expected, in the lead. He looked good and composed out
there. #2 and #3 were looking really strong. I did not recognize them (it
was Jorge from the BAM team and Hansen). I found myself in 4th, some 6-7
minutes back from #3 and about 9 min back from Carson.
Part of me wanted to up the pace and bridge the gap, but I knew that having raced Whistler 28 days
earlier I was going to set myself for failure if I burned too many matches too quickly. I kept repeating
myself that the race was long and that I should stick to my wattage. I had to remain calm and
somewhat smart. Above all, I wanted to have a decent run.
As we rode back to town, the legs started to feel better and better, a sign that I had paced myself
fairly well. I was nervous about my special needs bag, and when we got to the turnaround, I could
see that a volunteer was waiting for me with my bag! Huge sigh of relief.
IMCDA had given us a green wristband that was meant to thank a volunteer that we thought helped
us a lot or did a great job. I had the wristband in the special needs bag, and as the gentleman helped
me with my stuff, I told him that the wristband in there was for him (side note: my bike special
needs never made it to the special needs station at Whistler).
I had a decent gap with the folks behind me, but still could not bridge the gap with top 3, but
remained composed. After riding through town one last time, we got onto 95 south and things got
interesting. The headwinds I felt on the first loop intensified. It got ridiculously
hard to move forward, even frustrating at times. I passed few people who were
on their first loop, but for the most part, I had nothing in sight to keep me
entertained. The scenery is absolutely breathtaking, but all I wanted was a break
from this wind. I told myself that if I was struggling, chances are most of us
were. Getting to the turnaround point felt endless, but what lifted my spirit was
to see that I actually made up good time on the leaders, and the headwinds
were going to become tailwinds for the last 20ish miles.
The last 20 miles went fast. I couldn’t push the pace as I was spinning at
110+rpm in the 53-11. I “cruised” back to town, made sure to refuel, cool down,
and take a 5hr energy before entering T2. Unfortunately, an athlete in the no
pass zone was in front of me, and he did not care much about what was going
on behind him. I made my presence known, hinting at pushing the pace a bit, to
which he replied “I’m riding at my own pace.”…yeah, I can see that!
But all good. With 1.5 miles to go, I pushed the tempo and get the legs ready for T2. Overall I was
pleased with how I rode. It was not my best bike split, but the wind made it much harder. It was still
a solid ride, 2nd bike split on the day.
T2: 2’18
Bike angels are awesome. As I dismounted the bike, someone came to me to take my bike. I ran to
my T2 bag, and thought that a volunteer would have my bag ready. She didn’t. She looked for my
number, but I got to my bag before her. I grabbed it, unzipped my Kiwami long sleeve top and ran to
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the changing tent. There, 2 volunteers came to help. One of them offered some ice, while the other
took care of putting everything back in the T2 bag.
I felt great. My legs felt good and I was EXCITED to run. I have been working hard on my run, and I
was actually looking forward to running in the heat. It wouldn’t be the fastest run ever, but I knew I
could put a decent run together if I believed in it.
At the exit of the tent, 4 volunteers ran to me and sprayed me with sunscreen. I was good to go, and
was told I was 4min down on the lead group. Let’s do this I told myself!
Run: 3:18’22
Lap 1
I decided to run by feel the entire marathon, so I started off in a pace that I was comfortable with
and stuck to it. I saw Mariesa, Don, and Amber at the T2 exit and smiled. Again, the theme of the day
was to have fun and enjoy the day. It already felt hot, and I always told myself that I don’t do well in
the heat. In the week leading up to the race, I told myself that it will be hot for everyone, and it will
be up to me to either embrace it or fight it. Fighting it would most likely lead to failure, while
embracing it would make the 26.2 miles a bit more enjoyable.
As I approached the first aid station, a lady told me that I was less than 4 minutes down, and that I
looked stronger and faster than the lead pack. That was good to hear! A good boost of confidence. I
made it a point to not take in too much at each aid station. I would grab a water, ice, and go. The
first aid station didn’t have ice, so I grabbed water and kept going. My watch vibrated after the first
mile and indicated 6:45…wow! In hindsight I wish I didn’t even look at it, because I thought to myself
that it was maybe a bit too fast, but I felt great and did not feel like I was over doing it. The second
and 3rd mile went very well as well. That’s where they had us run through the neighborhood, and
people were so nice to me. They all cheered me on with “go get them”, or “you’re way faster than
them.” Someone from the Team Everyman Jack at around mile 2 was so nice. He gave me a gap, told
me I looked smooth and faster than the group, and told me not to overdo it. I’d love to know who
that guy was, because that was great to hear at mile 2. I clocked in mile 2 in 6’50 and mile 3 in 7 flat.
I made the conscious decision to slow down, but maybe I
should have just kept going at my own pace. Let’s face it, 6:45
would be very hard for a strong runner to maintain, so for me
to think I could at this point wouldn’t be realistic. I still have a
lot of work to do to get there…but one day I will J Mile 4 was
the hardest of all for me. That’s when we ran to the
turnaround point, and not having anyone in sight was difficult,
but I knew I was running well. As we approached the
turnaround point I saw Carson in the lead, with Jorge and
David close behind. I estimated the gap at about 2 min, and
could tell that David was not feeling well. He skipped the aid
station, but I did not. It was important to get some water
before heading back into town. According to my watch after
the race, it was 89 degrees out there, so hydration was key. I
was chasing them and had them in sight. I maintained my
pace, made sure to take a sip of my nutrition between the aid
station, and kept motivating myself. I remember some of the great words of encouragement I got
from Greg, Glenn, and Mariesa, which I kept telling myself. It helped. I also made a point to ignore
the heat. As we ran back into town through the neighborhood, the people got loud again. The
Everyman Jack dude was there and told me I was crushing it, I was smooth, and looked in control. I
saw Mariesa right before running around McEuen Park, and that’s where I bridge the gap with the
guy in 3rd. Don, Amber, and Mariesa were loud! It was so awesome to be able to run well and have
them see it. My biggest motivation of all was to deliver a good race for Mariesa, because she
deserved it more than me with everything she puts up with.
The guy on the bike told me that I was about 25 yards from the guy in 2nd and about 50 yards from
the guy in 3rd. I was in a good place after the first lap. Only 2 laps to go.
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Lap 2
I saw Mariesa again and she told me 75” down on the guy in first. I thought to myself that it was
good, because I started the run with a 4-min deficit, and I was feeling better and better. As we
approached the first aid station I saw Carson slowing down a bit. I stopped to grab water and got
going, passing him at what I believe was mile 10. I did not get too excited because I still had 16 miles
to go, and having DNF’d at mile 12 on the run at Whistler, all I wanted was to stay composed,
focused, and positive.
I felt surprisingly good. My legs were fine, and I did not feel exhausted or out of breath. I used every
opportunity to run through a hose or get hosed, and swapped water cups for water jugs at the aid
stations. The volunteers were so nice about it! One even said “well, that works too!” I thanked
them…a LOT because they really are the ones that allow us to have all we need on the course.
And ironically it is at mile 12 that I passed Jorge and took the lead. We stayed
together for a while, and I am not quite sure when I built a little gap, but
what a gentleman. He waved at me when I saw him at the turnaround. I was
humbled by his sportsmanship.
I entered the neighborhood at mile 16 and there, people were even louder
and realized that I was “the first male athlete!” The EveryMan Jack dude
cheered me on, telling me to keep on going and keep pushing. As I got to
mile 18, I saw Mariesa, Don, and Amber, but also few more people were
cheering me on so loud I could hear them from afar. Mariesa told me
“nutrition, nutrition,” which reminded me to take a sip. Running around
McEuen Park was awesome too. People were staring at me, screaming my
name, encouraging me. I stopped at the special needs, grabbed a bottle, took
my 5hr energy and moved on. Off I was on my last lap, 8ish miles from the finish. At that point, the
race was going much better than I’d ever anticipated. I had to stay in the race, stay positive, and
embrace the pain. It was now or never. At the end of the park, the bike lead told me that the guy in
second just entered the park. I asked him if that gave me a minute lead, and he told me he thought
1.5 to 2 minutes. Soon after I saw Mariesa who told me to hydrate, get ice, and visualize it. It was
too soon to visualize it, but I definitely was focused on executing my race. Mile 19 was tough, but I
shrugged it off and kept trucking away, and started to feel better at mile 20.
The last turnaround is about 22 miles into the marathon, and I estimated my lead at a little over 3
minutes. I clapped Jorge’s hand and kept going. I knew that I would be in a good position if I could
run up the last hill well before Mile 23. As I entered the neighborhood, seeing the 24 mile marker
was amazing. I told myself less than 20 min to go, and it was also in the most enjoyable section of
the run. As I approached the last stretch of the run, people were beyond loud. I allowed myself to
believe in the W at mile 25, knowing I ran well, and overall I executed a good race.
The finish chute…

It is hard to describe what happened there. I refused to think about the tape until I got to mile 25, so
I never planned on doing anything with it. The raw emotion, all the hard work we put in this year, all
the sacrifices Mariesa did for me to be in this position resurfaced big time. I was mad at myself for
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DNFing at Whistler, so seeing the tape from afar, hearing the noise from the people amassed around
the finish chute was out of this world. I soaked it all in, and when I saw the tape, I just grabbed it and
did not want to let go of it. It was ours! We did it! What I dreamed of became reality. So yes people
will say that there wasn’t a pro field, and that’s true, I wouldn’t have crossed the finish in first
position, but that still doesn’t take away all the hard work we put in for this. Someone still needed to
cross the finish first, and I am grateful it was me!
As I said I did not plan on what I was going to do with the tape. I just let the emotions do the job. In
Hindsight, it looks very much like a Frodeno-like celebration, but that’s maybe because I watched the
video of Kona 2015 earlier in the week. Sorry Jan if I stole your celebration mark L
I was stoked that Ironman let Mariesa in the finish chute for this special moment. I won’t even try to
describe it, because it’s simply impossible.
After a few minutes of celebration, the speaker told me “go do a victory lap with the
crowd”…whaaat??? It was awesome, yet awkward, and if that did not suffice, I gave a short speech
at the end of it. It made me feel like I was a big deal for a moment…let’s face it, I am not, but I was
not going to say no to this.
Local medias amassed around me and asked me a bunch of questions. It was fun to experience it,
and after a few minutes, when the adrenaline dropped I started to feel dizzy.

So many folks to thank…
What a day! What a race. After the downs of Whistler, I wanted to prove to
myself that I could have a good IM race, and I did. The overall win was a
surprise. Yes I dreamed about it, but there are so many talented and fast
people out there that I did not think I could actually pull it off. To give some
perspective, the top 4 athletes are all in my age group, and as Jorge said, it
was an evil group to be in for this race.
I was humbled by how nice everybody was, including the guys in my age
group, and how welcoming Coeur D’Alene was. It certainly is a great venue,
and though a bit biased now, a great race for sure.
But again, this would NOT be possible without
the beyond amazing support I get from
Mariesa. I keep repeating myself, but I feel like
I never stress it out enough. She makes all this
possible.
My coach, Kevin Danahy, who has always been super supportive, and
though he had his concerns about doing IMCDA, he provided me with a
completely revamped training schedule to allow me to be in top form
for the race. Anyone who needs a coach should take a minute to talk
to Kevin. His coaching is taking me to Kona for the 2nd year in a row,
and I’ve only been working with him for 3 years.
Trisports who is absolutely amazing. The team, the shop, the
support…every time I need something and call them I feel like I
become their top priority. They just treat their team, clients like
family. Thank you so much for your support! Let’s rock the kit on
the big island!
Glenn, Jared, Will, and Co…best support group ever! Thank you
all for your support, your wisdom, and your guidance.
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And last but no least…
Keeping things into perspective and being humble is paramount to me. I am grateful to be able to
train and compete in triathlons and do what I love while some of my friends are not able to. I want
to thank them for being so strong and inspirational in adversity:

Glenn: Team 2N was running high and proud on Sunday. Thank you
for being such an incredible support, fore believing in me, and for
your contagious optimism (though doing a back to back ironman was
NOT gonna happen! J). We’re going to Kona, buddy!

Tom: I was devastated to hear about your accident last year right
before IMAZ, but hearing from Leo and from Team Trisports how
great your recovery is going inspired me. Your wristband was with
me the entire race, and gave me a boost of energy during the hard
times on the marathon. Thank you for being an inspiration to us all!
Let’s do it again on October 8th!

#ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE!
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